
Differentiated learning to cater for all students at their point of need

The Maribyrnong Primary School Student Engagement and Support Policy was collaboratively constructed with the
teaching staff, guided by the Positive Behaviour for Learning team. The purpose of the policy is to stipulate the
shared values and beliefs of the staff to support students to engage in learning and demonstrate expected
behaviours. The policy takes into account PBL principles and evidence based practice for student engagement.



Positive Behaviour for Learning
Positive Behaviour for Learning, known as PBL, is an evidence-based whole school systems approach that:

● addresses the diverse academic and social needs of every student to support them to be successful
● enables schools to establish a continuum of supports that are intended to meet the needs of every student
● is team driven, using a problem solving approach (data, systems and practices) that engages students,

parents and all school staff
● establishes positive social expectations for all in the school community
● provides a framework for the school and its community to collectively support the wellbeing of every student
● we explicitly teach the school values and expectations through intentional and focused teaching sessions

For more information on PBL please see the PBL fact sheet for schools.

Maribyrnong PBL all areas expectations

http://www.maribyrnongps.act.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/463421/PBL_Fact_Sheet_for_Schools_2018.pdf


School values

Respect for each
other and ourselves
should be central to

our social and
emotional learning

program. It is in
respect for each

other that we foster
kindness. In a world

where you can be
anything, we think

you should be kind.

Bouncing back
when things go
wrong is tough.
Even as adults we
all strive to develop
resilience and work
around and through
setbacks. At
Maribyrnong we
explicitly teach
strategies for
resilience.

Responsibility is a
value which can

impact the self, the
community and the

wider world.
Fostering a sense of

responsibility for
our environment is

a focus of all our
sustainability
initiatives at

Maribyrnong and
something we

should all be part
of.

Our school value
changed from
excellence to

endeavour in 2019.
This change
honours the

different gifts,
talents,

perspectives and
ideas we all bring

to learning.
Fostering the value
of endeavour gives
our community the
opportunity to see

us all reach our
potential in a

number of ways.

Inclusion at Maribyrnong means we focus on the diversity and strengths of
our community to foster a sense of belonging. Connection is so important to
all of us. We aim to foster a community where everyone feels valued and
included.



Acknowledgement System

School staff award points to students who are meeting school PBL expectations. Points are tallied using the school
administration system. When students meet certain milestones they are awarded wrist bands to acknowledge their
achievements at bronze, silver and gold levels for each value. Each fortnight, the house that earns the most PBL
tokens is recognised as the winner.



Student Engagement

The Maribyrnong Primary teaching staff jointly constructed a hierarchy of what we consider to be the important
factors in engaging students as active learners.



Student Support

At Maribyrnong Primary we work collaboratively to support students in instances of disengagement. Through our
foundation of strong relationships, we work with our students to develop positive response plans that are
underpinned by our school values and PBL expectations. When student behaviour deviates from agreed
expectations, we use our behaviour response flowchart to redirect students to focused learning.



Major and Minor Behaviours

Minor behaviours are those that:
● are minor breaches of the school expectations
● are handled by staff members at the time it happens
● do not seriously harm others or cause you to suspect that a student may be harmed
● do not violate the rights of others in any other serious way
● are not part of a pattern of problem behaviours
● do not require involvement of executive staff

Minor problem behaviours may result in the following consequences:
● a minor consequence logically connected to the problem behaviour, such as complete removal from an

activity or event for a specified period of time, partial removal (time away), individual meeting with the
student, apology, restitution or supervision for work completion.

● a re-direction procedure:
The staff member takes the student aside and:
1. names the behaviour that student is displaying,
2. asks the student to name expected school behaviour,
3. states and explains expected school behaviour if necessary,
4. gives positive verbal acknowledgement for expected school behaviour.

● repeated minors recorded on SAS

Major behaviours are those that:
● impact on the rights of others
● is a problem behaviour that can be a series of minor, in school or playground offences, or more significant

individual incidents
● are beginning to become a pattern of problem behaviours
● put others/self at risk of harm
● are deliberately destructive
● require some involvement of executive staff

Major behaviours may result in the following consequences:
● a referral to break time Wellbeing Room to have a restorative conversation, discuss incident, revise school

rules, plan for the future and discuss personal accountability for their actions and its effect on others
● parents informed
● incident recorded on SAS (classroom by teacher and playground by teacher on duty)





Response to Unproductive Behaviour

At Maribyrnong Primary we adopt a restorative approach to managing student behaviour. Classroom teachers
manage minor behaviours within their classrooms, utilising the assistance of their teaching team. For major
behaviours, staff may seek the assistance of the executive team to manage the behaviour and subsequent
response.

Teachers have undertaken collaborative work around restorative practices to ensure that they work with students
and other staff members in a restorative manner. The restorative conference questions are used with students when
resolving conflict in order to repair harm and restore positive relationships. We encourage teachers to tailor the
questions based on the situation and incorporate the school values where relevant.

Minor Major - unpacked in more depth

What happened?
Who was hurt?
How can we fix it?

What happened?
What were you thinking of at the time?
What have you thought about since?
Who has been affected by what you have done?
In what way have they been affected?
What do you think you need to do to make things right?

What happened?
How were you hurt?
What do you need to help you feel better?

What did you think when you realised what had
happened?
What impact has this incident had on you and others?
What has been the hardest thing for you?
What do you think needs to happen to make things
right?

Wellbeing Room
For incidents that occur on the playground that require a restorative conference, students work with executive staff in
the Wellbeing Room in order to collaboratively come up with solutions to problems and reflect on their behaviour.
This takes place during second break each day and involves making a plan for future breaks and restores
relationships. The Wellbeing Room can also be used as a preemptive during class time, where students can work
and get assistance to regulate their emotions and de-escalate.



De-escalation Strategies

Staff at Maribyrnong Primary have undertaken Team Teach training along with other professional development to
add to their repertoire of de-escalation strategies. The purpose of de-escalation is to prevent minor behaviours
becoming major and minimising the impact of major behaviours when they occur.

Resilience Building

Resilience is important for children's mental health. Children with greater resilience are better able to manage stress,
which is a common response when things do not go to plan. Resilience is a person's ability to cope with the ups and
downs of life. It’s a life skill we take with us into adulthood. It is thought that the more resilient a person is, the less
they experience stress as they are equipped to deal with life’s pressures. At Maribyrnong Primary, we see
developing a child’s resilience as a shared responsibility between school and home.





Differentiation and Student Engagement

Engaging students at their point of need

Definition
Differentiation is listening to, and responding, to students needs to determine where they are at and where
to next. It uses both formative and summative assessment to identify where each student is at and where
they need to go next to engage in their learning.

Why is differentiation important to Student Engagement and Support, some quotes from you:

The Importance of the Environment for Student Engagement

Classrooms should be stimulating and conducive to learning, and places where students feel valued, safe
and supported to take risks to support their learning. Consider the following elements when planning a
differentiated approach: the curriculum, the set-up of the learning environment, approaches to classroom
management, the use of formative assessments for learning and instructional strategies that are
responsive to student need, student agency and engagement. This can be achieved by providing choice
and input into the learning activities from students and assisting them to set realistic and challenging
goals.

Focus for 2021

Based on the information gathered in the Differentiation survey, staff overwhelmingly agreed that effective
differentiation was critical to success in supporting all students to engage in their learning. With this in
mind, the differentiation team, student engagement team and the curriculum team will work closely
together to form learning documents that aid teachers in effectively designing and delivering personalised
learning programs targeted at a student's individual needs.

As work develops in this space, this page will evolve to reflect the positive impact we have had on our
student’s learning.





Relevant links

ACT Education Directorate - Safe and Supportive Schools Policy

https://www.education.act.gov.au/publications_and_policies/School-and-Corporate-Policies/wellbeing/safety/safe-an
d-supportive-schools-policy

Restorative Practices

https://www.theschoolrun.com/restorative-practices-in-schools

http://www.rpforschools.net/

Practical Ways to Build Resilience

https://optionb.org/advice/the-7-cs-of-resilience-in-kids

Positive Behaviours for Learning

https://www.education.act.gov.au/support-for-our-students/positive-behaviour-for-learning

Trauma Informed Teaching

https://resilienteducator.com/classroom-resources/trauma-informed-strategies/

https://www.education.act.gov.au/publications_and_policies/School-and-Corporate-Policies/wellbeing/safety/safe-and-supportive-schools-policy
https://www.education.act.gov.au/publications_and_policies/School-and-Corporate-Policies/wellbeing/safety/safe-and-supportive-schools-policy
https://www.theschoolrun.com/restorative-practices-in-schools
http://www.rpforschools.net/
https://optionb.org/advice/the-7-cs-of-resilience-in-kids
https://www.education.act.gov.au/support-for-our-students/positive-behaviour-for-learning
https://resilienteducator.com/classroom-resources/trauma-informed-strategies/

